Crown Forum

Scholars Day Program

A Celebration of Excellence

Thursday April 19, 2013
11:00 A.M.

Martin Luther King Jr. International Chapel
Program

Presiding
Dr. Willis B. Sheftall, Jr. ‘64
Provost and Senior Vice President for Academic Affairs

PRELUDE: "Improvisation on All Creatures of our God and King"

OPENING PRAYER

Mr. Denzel Caldwell ‘14
Morehouse College Honors Program Scholar

ANTHEM

“Rejoice!”

Dr. David Morrow ’80

INTRODUCTION OF SCHOLARS

Dr. Anne Wimbush Watts
Associate Vice President for Academic Affairs

2012 Spring and Fall Semester Honor Roll Scholars
2012 Spring and Fall Semester Dean’s List Scholars
Top Ranking Scholars in Each Class
3.70 and Above Cumulative GPA Scholars

SPECIAL RECOGNITIONS

Dr. John Silvanus Wilson ’79
President of the College

Dr. Sheftall

PRESENTATION OF SCHOLARLY
SOCIEDIES AND ORGANIZATIONS

Mr. Charles Brooks ‘15
President of the Sophomore Class

PRESENTATION OF EXCELLENCE IN
STATE AND NATIONAL COMPETITIONS

Mr. Ivan Gaskin ‘16
President of the Freshman Class

SPIRITUAL

“Joshua Fit the Battle of Jericho”
arrr. Colin Lett

PRESENTATION OF THE VULCAN TEACHING EXCELLENCE AWARD:
THE 2013-14 MOREHOUSE COLLEGE FACULTY MEMBER OF THE YEAR

Dr. Watts

DELTA CHAPTER OF PHI BETA KAPPA

Dr. David Morrow’80

CHALLENGE

“The Pursuit of Excellence”

President Wilson ‘79

COLLEGE HYMN

“Dear Old Morehouse”

J.O.B. Moseley’29

Dr. David Morrow ’80
Professor and Director of the Morehouse College Glee club

Dr. David Francis Oliver
College Organist
2012 Top Ranking Scholars

**Freshman Class**

Prince M. Abudu  
Jeremy N. Ariche  
Michael A. Calicott  
Liam R. Davis  
Michael L. Davis  
Austin C. Easterling  
Nebiyu T. Fitta  
Brandan K. Fountaine  
Abel T. Gumbo  
Fred Makobongo  
Rodje Malcolm  
Willie J. Thompson  
Matthew D. Tyler  
Breon K. Weathersby

**Sophomore Class**

Jermaine S. Blakley  
Jerek S. Brown  
Kerwin R. Holmes  
Adam J. Lewis  
Takudzwa Machirori  
Ian A. Niemeyer  
Michael J. Ward

**Junior Class**

Wiley M. Davis

**Senior Class**

Evan L. Turnage  
Miguel de LaSalle R. Twahirwa
Phi Beta Kappa  
Delta of Georgia Chapter  
Dr. David Morrow, Adviser

2012 Members in Course

Terrel Champion  
Christopher Dunomes  
Jameson Miller  
Malcolm Morse  
Ernest Nelson, Jr.

Malcolm Parrish  
Leland Shelton  
Lonnie Shelton  
Zollie White III  
Christopher Wilburn

Fall 2012 Honor Roll and Dean’s List

Kevin J. Aaron*  
Ian C. Abbott*  
Salahudeen R. Abdul-Malik*  
Yaw K. Abeasi  
Prince M. Abudu*  
Deshawn V. Adams*  
Jimmie W. Adams*  
Adewale D. Adekoya*  
Joshua R. Adkins*  
Christian Aganze*  
Temitayo A. Agoro*  
David Agumya*  
Anthony A. Aldrich  
Michael W. Alemayehu*  
Carl A. Alexander*  
Hakeem R. Allen*  
Maxton A. Allen*  
Sheldon C. Allen*  
Mark A. Alsay  
Christopher R. Alston  
Arvon D. Amisial*  
Travis A. Amsterdam*  
Brandon M. Anderson*  
Derrius J. Anderson*  
Edward C. Anderson*  
Tre'vell R. Anderson*  
John L. Angel  
Da'Quarius T. Anthony*  
Alexander A. Anton*  
Jared K. Ariche  
Jeremy N. Ariche*  
Miles V. Armstrong*  
Al-Jamil K. Arzani  
Anthony Ash*  
Charles D. Ategbole  
Darrius Atkins*  
James Atkins*  
Sterling F. Atkins  
Alexander J. Atkinson  
Hakeem I. Atwater*  
Robert Augustin  
Joshua E. Austin*  
Zachery A. Austin*  
Olubusayo A. Awe*  
Enow T. Ayuk*  
Nicholas A. Bacon*  
Jamale R. Bailey  
Brandon M. Baird  
Akeem R. Baker*  
Anthony J. Baker*  
Jerrel L. Baker*  
Terence J. Balmer*  
Allen D. Baltimore*  
Justin A. Bamberg*  
Okerinola Bamgbose*  
Eddie L. Bankston  
Fabeain D. Barkwell*  
Marcus D. Barnett  
Trey K. Bartholomew*  
Omari A. Baruti*  
Henri M. Battiste*  
Logan M. Battle*  
Christian D. Bayas  
James E. Beamon  
Jeremy R. Bean*  
Jabez K. Beazer*  
Merchell H. Belinfanti  
Brandon M. Bell  
Eric W. Bell*  
Joseph E. Bell*  
Raymond F. Bell  
Derric L. Bennefield*  
Deshau L. Bennett*  
Lance D. Bennett*  
David G. Berry*  
Torey J. Best*  
Jonah Z. Bishop*  
Maeson D. Bivins  
Troy J. Black  
Lamar D. Blackwell  
Rami L. Blair*  
Aaron J. Blake*  
Darryl A. Blake  
Jermaine S. Blakley*  
Winston L. Bodrick*  
Anthony D. Body*  
Stanley L. Bolton  
Harold L. Booker*  
Julian Y. Booker  
Khye A. Booker*  
Marlon G. Booker*  
Donovan S. Boone  
Wynton D. Borders  
Kendrick S. Bostic*  
O’Brae C. Bowman  
Adam D. Boyd  
Joel S. Boykin  
Albert M. Brady  
Keyon M. Branch*  
Byron Brantley*  
David N. Braswell*
Samuel L. Braxton
David P. Brickler
Deonte K. Bridges
Samuel I. Briskett
Thomas D. Broadwater
Patrick Brobey
Charles W. Brooks
Christopher T. Broughton
Austin K. Broussard
Aaron R. Brown
Antoine X. Brown
Cass A. Brown
Christian D. Brown
Daniel A. Brown
Ethan N. Brown
James S. Brown
Jerek S. Brown
Jordan A. Brown
Kyle A. Brown
Marquis D. Brown
Raymond V. Brown
Seth L. Brown
Terrence C. Brown
Jordan A. Bryant
Julian B. Buchanan
David S. Buchannon
Terrance S. Buck
Blake D. Bufford
Charles Burch
Antonio R. Burden
Jabar J. Burks
Richard W. Burnett
Jordan G. Burrell
Joshua A. Burrow
Luther Burse
Michael J. Butler
Denzel X. Caldwell
Michael A. Calicott
Brian D. Camp
Jordan A. Campbell
Paul B. Campbell
Alexander C. Canady
Marcus A. Canady
Jackson B. Cannon
Theodore A. Caruthers
Eric W. Cash
Terrel R. Champion
Jonathan S. Chapman
Leland M. Chapman
Anthony G. Chatman
David C. Cherry
Vincent W. Chester
James C. Chizungu
Kofi Christie
Curtis Clark
Gary C. Clark
Michael T. Clark
Devon W. Cleaves
Shedrick S. Cleveland
Darian M. Clonts
Collin J. Cochran
Samuel Cockfield
Justin M. Coger
Jan-Michael A. Coke
Kevin D. Coker
Darnell K. Coleman
Kenneth C. Coleman
Nathaniel G. Collier
Clifford R. Collins
Stanley J. Collins
Kaire Colwell
Artesse I. Conley
Malcolm P. Conner
D'Ante K. Cook
Devon W. Cook
Justin L. Cook
Johnathan B. Cooks
Ayorinde' W. Cooley
Joshua D. Cooper-Williams
Joel V. Coppadge
Kamari D. Corley
DeAndre L. Cosby
Joey C. Courseault
Bruce A. Cousin
Michael A. Cowherd
McClellon D. Cox
Thomas A. Cox
Branden Crawford
Devon J. Crawford
Joseph D. Crawford
Jalil Creas
Anthony D. Crymes
Cuthbert C. Cuffy
Christopher-Mar S.
Cumberbatch
Moriba A. Cummings
Richard A. Cunningham
Adrian L. Curry
Michael A. Curry
Louis A. Dancer
Devan F. Daniel
Alvin H. Darden IV
Oren M. Davidson
Tyree O. Davie
Anthony L. Davis
Jovan Davis
Liam R. Davis
Lincoln V. Davis
Michael L. Davis
Renard M. Davis
Rodney L. Davis
Sherod-Malik J. Davis
Thavon T. Davis
Titus N. Davis
Wiley M. Davis
Dondrae O. Dawes
Mandel J. Dawkins
Quincy E. Dawson
Richard L. Day
Jonathan M. De Shields
Michael S. Debnam
Sebastian L. Delpeche
James W. Dennis
Ian S. Derizzo
Wallace D. Derricotte
Mitchell A. De-Walt
Amadou Diallo
Jerry P. Dickerson
Joseph P. Dillon
James E. Dinks
Garrett A. Divens
Cory E. Dixon
Demario B. Dixon
Llewellyn D. Dixon
Boris Dobrjievic
Edwin L. Dodson
Byron A. Donovan
Ra'Monte Dotson
Marques D. Dotts
Peter L. Douthard
Mark S. Doyle
Mikal E. Driver
Joshua M. Drumming
Jamil Korde
Jaifus Vincent Jassiem
Sebastian Quante'
Bryant Alaron
Lemuel Lester
Williams*
DeAndre Jeffrey Curtis
Kerwin Darryl Christopher
Johnathon Nicholas Tahje
Ronald Sheddric
Willie Tyler
Nori Melvin Cedric
Hill*
Jeffrey Hill*
Xavier D. Hicks*
Brandon J. Hill*
Cedric Hill*
Melvin J. Hill*
Nori M. Hill*
Tyler J. Hill*
Willie A. Hill
Shedric D. Hobbs*
Ronald K. Hobson*
Tahje A. Hobson
Nicholas W. Holland
Johnathon C. Hollis*
Christopher M. Holloway
Darryl J. Holman*
Kerwin R. Holmes*
Curtis N. Hooks*
Aaron W. Hopkins*
Jeffrey B. Hopkins*
Leonard L. Horne*
David J. Horton
DeAndre J. Horton-Williams*
Lester B. Houge
Wesley R. Houser*
Brandon H. Houston
Benjamin D. Howard
Iemsul F. Howard*
Miles L. Howard
Alaron J. Hubbert
Bryant R. Huff
Quante' D. Huff*
Sebastian A. Hurt
Jassiim R. Ifill
Vincent D. Ifill
Jaifus D. Ingram
Korde A. Inniss*
Jamal R. Irvin-Muhammad*
Ange-Ellis Izere
Michael S. Jack*
Antonio T. Jackson*
Brandon A. Jackson
Brendan Jackson
Carrington G. Jackson
Curtis D. Jackson
Daniel K. Jackson
Derrick A. Jackson
Kari A. Jackson
Ocoszio J. Jackson*
Raheem K. Jackson*
Tod A. Jackson*
Travon T. Jackson*
Lawrence H. Jacob*
Andie A. Jairam*
Clinton M. James*
Anthony D. Janifer*
Nathan A. Jay
Ralph N. Jean*
St. Clair N. Jeffers
Charles D. Jenkins*
William Jenkins
Robert F. Jennings*
Aaron J. Jernigan*
David W. Johnny
Brandon C. Johnson
Christopher J. Johnson
Isaiah A. Johnson
Jaleel D. Johnson*
Jeremy R. Johnson
Jerraco L. Johnson*
Jordan D. Johnson
Katanga Johnson
Malik K. Johnson
Myles A. Johnson*
Nicolas A. Johnson*
Talon E. Johnson*
Calvon T. Jones*
Casey J. Jones*
Chavis T. Jones*
Christopher D. Jones*
Dane A. Jones*
Deshon R. Jones*
Devin C. Jones*
Eric D. Jones*
Gerald M. Jones*
Jabari D. Jones*
James L. Jones*
Jordan T. Jones*
Justin D. Jones
Kashon D. Jones*
Lewis A. Jones*
Lonnie R. Jones*
Osaze K. Jones
Reginald N. Jones*
Tevin T. Jones
Tonee' T. Jones
Clifton D. Jordan*
Joshua N. Jordan
Valmer E. Jordan*
Montez D. Joseph*
Dorian M. Joyner
DeAngelo T. Julks*
Cary M. Junior*
Mitchel Kabia-Williams
Chidibere C. Kalu
Edward N. Kane
Matthew B. Kelley*
Kijuan D. Kelly
Matthew L. Kelly
Matthew C. Kemelek*
Cazembe K. Kennedy*
Joshua A. Kent
Ty'Quish Keyes*
Lennier D. Keyes-Clark
Devon R. Kidd*
Lucien D. Kidd
Andrew E. Kimble
Zimbe J. Kimbugwe*
Matthew J. Kindle
Calvin L. King
Christopher A. King*
Jebar T. King
Kendale C. King*
Qadir King-McAlpin*
Anthony J. Kinsey*
Peter M. Kioko
Colby J. Kirkland*
Juan Y. Knatt
Jacques Kumutima*
Chan Kyaw*
Marcus L. Kyle
Jared A. Lake*
Anjolaoluwa O. Lanre-Ladenegan*
Andrew J. Lapelusa*
Christopher P. Larkins
Dontrel Latta*
Adam C. Lee*
Brandon J. Lee
Bryan C. Lee
David C. Lee*
Marcus A. Lee*
Seretsi K. Lekena*
Gaelen B. LeMelle-Brown*
Brandon D. Lenore
Martavious J. Leonard*
Adam J. Lewis*
DeAndre A. Lewis*
Haston Lewis
Kyle C. Lewis*
Marshall H. Lewis*
Milton J. Lewis*
Torrance J. Lewis*
Dominique D. Lindsey
Anthony R. Linley*
Terrence R. Littlejohn*
Gregory K. Livingston
Leon L. Livingston*
Marquis A. Lockett
James E. Lockhart
Jared A. Loggins*
Thurston J. Lopes
Jeffrey Lothian*
Klyffe D. Louis
Jamal D. Love*
David D. Lowery*
Nyalia J. Lui*
Terry Lyles*
Ronald E. Lynch
Simeon T. Lyons*
Ryan M. Macauley*
Takudzwa Machirori*
Paul I. Maga*
Delight L. Magadza*
Fred Makobongo*
Rodje Malcolm*
DeLorian D. Malone
Andrew G. Maloney*
Christopher E. Malveaux
Joshua E. Manley-Lee
Devon A. Mann
Joshua E. Mann*
Edmond T. Mariga*
Jalen M. Marshall
Darren W. Martin*
Elijah H. Martin
Keeyen K. Martin*
Trequan C. Martin*
Clayton L. Mason*
Donald E. Mason*
Arrington D. Mason-Callaway
John-Corey K. Mathis
Christian H. Mayfield*
David N. Mayo*
Asante K. McCalla*
Clark R. McCants*
Jeremy J. McCants
Marcus A. McCarty
Kevin M. McCauley
William R. McChristian*
Jeffrey L. McClain*
Justin S. McClinton
Thomas K. McConnell
Carnell P. McCoy
Joseph W. McCray
Reginald I. McCrimmon
Christopher A. McCroy*
Elijah L. McDavid*
Arthur R. McDowell
Justin C. McElderry*
Tracy L. McElveen
Jonathan A. McFarlane-Weinstein*
Donald McGill*
Denzel E. McGowan
Lake S. McGuffie
Mark A. McKay*
Chase R. McKesson*
Philip . McKie
Antonio J. McKinnie*
Jordan M. McKinnie
Archie B. McKinnon
Marvin W. Medley*
Iordan Mentore
Harold M. Merrell*
Elmon A. Merriman
Jamal R. Merritt
Dominique R.
Merriweather*
Richard A. Mickles*
Jonathan L. Middlebrooks*
Christopher J. Miller
Donte L. Miller*
Evan R. Miller
Jameson D. Miller
Steven J. Mills
Andrew S. Mitchell*
Karlton L. Mitchell*
Victor L. Mitchell
Sherman A. Modeste
Chesmore S. Montique
Christopher A. Moody*
Myles D. Moody*
Artinaeus L. Moore
Eugean Moore*
Jeffrey R. Moore
Kyle K. Moore*
Nathaniel O. Moore*
Sajion J. Moore*
Antonio B. Morgan
Malachi K. Morgan
Kwame Y. Morris
Rodney L. Morris*
Justin A. Morrison*
Malcolm B. Morse*
Christopher J. Mosley*
Frederick A. Moss*
Courtney G. Moyer
Lateef R. Munir*
Jerrell K. Mura*
Herbert L. Murray
Majazz M. Muwwakil*
Bummah N. Ndeh*
Chukwudi C. Ndudikwa*
Ricky D. Neal
Marcus R. Neither*
Andrae A. Nelson*
Elliott J. Nelson*
Ernest J. Nelson*
Steven M. Nelson
Terrance M. Nero
torraine M. Nero
Kasahun Neselu*
Robert L. Newman*
Octavius E. Newsome*
Tracy L. Newsome*
Saidou S. Ngaide*
Alex Nguyen*
Richard L. Nichols
Devon A. Nicholson
Jarred P. Nicholson*
Myles A. Nicholson*
Maalik M. Nickerson*
Ian A. Niemeyer*
Hamim Nigena*
Timothy J. Nixon
Cedrick T. Norman
Isaiah L. Norwood*
Richard K. Norwood*
Kirk M. Numa*
Francisco J. Nunez*
Phillip E. Nwachukor
George O. Nwanze
Joshua A. Nyarko
Feyipitan A. Odehode
Jameel Odom*
Akintunde F. Oladele
Justin A. Oliver
Nassar Omar*
Babatunde Omotosho
Stephen F. O'Reilly-Pol*
Michael Osabutey
Jordan R. Overton*
Lemell J. Overton*
Sorin A. Ovreiu*
Jarvis B. Owens
R. Dieter E. Painson*
Avery D. Palms*
Niles A. Parham*
David T. Parker
James C. Parker*
Jonathan B. Parker
Malcolm C. Parrish*
Trent I. Parrish*
Tyrell L. Parrish*
Edward L. Passmore
Kaylon J. Paterson*
Sean C. Patterson*
Jalen A. Patton*
Terrance J. Patton-Hill
Ian A. Peace*
Aparecio D. Peggins
Jonathan Penduka*
Donald C. Penn*
Raymond T. Perkins*
Victor T. Perry*
Ralph A. Peters*
Andrew C. Peterson
Casey Phanor*
Evan E.Phillips*
Mauroe Phillips
Bryan A. Pickett*
Demarco O. Pitre*
DeVonte L. Pitre
Deonta' C. Plase*
Russell A. Pointer
Darien R. Pollock*
Gary C. Pope*
John J. Porter*
Joshua C. Posey*
Khafre J. Powell*
James B. Pratt
Joseph L. Press*
Desmond R. Pressey*
Philip A. Prevost
Jordan E. Price
Justin C. Pride*
Jeremy K. Prim*
Daniel E. Primous
Christian R. Prince*
Zachary A. Prince*
Jonathan G. Proctor*
John M. Queen*
Trevor J. Queen*
Donnay M. Ragland
Robert Ragland
Garrett M. Ransom
Bashir H. Rasheed
Jamal F. Rasheed
Carrington J. Raven*
Brandon Ravenell*
Louis C. Rawles*
Malik J. Ray
Bilal Reddick
Corey N. Reed*
Devario C. Reid*
Evan D. Reid
Justin M. Rhim*
Winford K. Rice
Russell R. Richey
Shaetron N. Riley
Nicholas A. Rivas-Sepulveda*
Michael K. Rivers*
Charles M. Roberson
Winston W. Roberts*
Samuel A. Robertson
Khari E. Robinson
Michael J. Roman*
Mar'Kye E. Rondon*
Ali A. Roosevelt
Duke D. Rose*
Isaac A. Rose*
Camaray C. Rouse*
Ryan K. Rucker*
Emanuel Russom*
Seifuddin J. Saafir
Seifullah J. Saafir
Christian L. Saint-Vil
Na'il S. Salahu-Din
Ishmael Salandy
Ahmed D. Salimon*
UlatO B. Sam*
Kendall T. Sands*
Malik A. Sapp*
William M. Satterwhite
Jonathan M. Saxon*
Kenyon W. Scales
Enrico S. Scott*
Kenneth A. Scott
Michael D. Scott
Notorious Scott
Paul A. Scott*
Anthony C. Scruse*
Reginald W. Sharpe*
Leland S. Shelton*
William M. Shelton*
Jordan C. Showell*
Anthony J. Simonton*
Antwann M. Simpkins*
Julian A. Singletary
Malcolm D. Sinkfield*
Justin R. Slater*
Quentin W. Sledge*
Bryce E. Smith
Charles A. Smith*
Curtis E. Smith*
David M. Smith*
Karon Smith*
Marquis D. Smith*
Mason D. Smith
Spring 2012 Honor Roll and Dean’s List

Kevin J. Aaron*
Ian C. Abbott*
Mowafeg E. Abdelwhab
Salahudeen R. Abdul-Malik*
Jimmie W. Adams*
Tracy J. Adams*
David . Agumya*
Antoine G. Albert
Anthony A. Aldrich*
Michael W. Alemayehu*
Carl A. Alexander
Rodney L. Alexander
Tyler C. Alexander
Tyree . Alexander*
Marcus A. Alford
Anthony N. Allen
Essick T. Allen*
Hakeem R. Allen*
Jonathan C. Allen*
Maxton A. Allen*
Sheldon C. Allen*
Michael C. Allen-Blanchette
Bruce E. Alston
Adrian M. Ambus*
Wsir N. Amen*
Arvon D. Amisial*
Joshiah Anabraba
Brandon M. Anderson*
Derrius J. Anderson*
Edward L. Anderson*
Frederick T. Anderson*
Keith M. Anderson
Terry J. Anderson
Trévell R. Anderson*
John L. Angel*
Reagan A. Angwafo
Chigbogu O. Anunoby
Nana P. Arkorful
Jahbril R. Armstead*
Ayinde Arnett*
Al-Jamil K. Arzani*
Sterling F. Atkins*
Hakeem I. Atwater*
Mikael W. Austin
Zachery A. Austin*
Olubusayo A. Awe*
Nafiu Ayatu-Abu
Nicolas B. Aziz
Zayd Babb-Alibey*
Nicholas A. Bacon*
Burhan M. Baig
Christopher M. Bailey
James E. Bailey
Charlo P. Bain*
Brandon M. Baird*
Jaja O. Bakari
Jerel L. Baker*
McKinley J. Baker
Terence J. Balmer*
Okerinola Bamgbose*
Wayne L. Banks*
Kayin K. Barclay
Fabeain D. Barkwell*
Brandon K. Barnett*
Marcus D. Barnett*
Omari A. Baruti*
Robertson Bassy*
Antoine D. Bates*
Henri M. Battiste*
Alec J. Baulding*
Wynton Baxter*
James E. Beamon*
Damarcus E. Bell*
Quinterrence D. Bell
Raymond F. Bell*
Thomas E. Benjamin*
Deshaun L. Bennett*
Eric A. Bennett
Barry M. Benson*
Colin D. Bent
David G. Berry
Leighton R. Berry
Vincent L. Berry
Torey J. Best
Lorenzo M. Beyah
Tywan C. Bishop
Maeson D. Bivins*
Jozmond Black*
Andrew L. Hall*
Johnathan L. Hall*
Jordan G. Hall*
Nicholas C. Hall*
Jonathan J. Hamer*
Deion T. Hamilton
Shelton D. Hamilton*
Taylor W. Hampton
Darnell W. Harden*
Solomon D. Hardy*
Lewis K. Hargett*
Aaron-Albert M. Hargrove
Jonathan J. Harper*
Edward A. Harriott
Antwan M. Harris
Darien A. Harris*
Ean D. Harris*
Jamal E. Harris*
Joseph V. Harris*
Kenneth C. Harris*
Kenneth J. Harris*
Marques T. Harris*
Mar'Quez A. Harris*
Phillip B. Harris*
Taylor H. Harris*
Mychal M. Harrison*
Otis R. Harrison*
David L. Harvey*
Kevin W. Harvey*
Brennan A. Hawkins
Randy J. Hawkins*
Venson A. Hawkins*
Christopher N. Hawthorne*
Adam M. Hayes*
Charles W. Hayes
Aaron H. Hemphill*
Daniel L. Henderson*
Ryan A. Henry*
Kareem Y. Heshmat*
Jail V. Hicks*
Theodore A. Hicks*
Brandon J. Hill*
Cecil S. Hill
Cedric Hill*
Desmond H. Hill*
Felton J. Hill
Joshua N. Hill*
Langston E. Hill*
Robert H. Hill
Tyler J. Hill*
Willie A. Hill*
Paolo Hills
Nicholas J. Hines
Jeremy D. Hobbs
Shedric D. Hobbs*
Ronald K. Hobson*
Pieris C. Hodges*
Telvin J. Hodo*
Jireh B. Holder
Nicholas W. Holland*
David W. Hollingsworth*
Jordan V. Hollingsworth*
Cameron D. Hollis*
Christopher M. Holloway*
Ryan T. Holmes
Joshua H. Holsey*
Christopher J. Hood*
Curtis N. Hooks*
Brenton P. Hopkins
Leonard L. Horne*
David J. Horton*
DeAndre J. Horton-Williams
Michael M. Hoseah*
Wesley R. Houser*
Brandon H. Houston
Arshon T. Howard
Benjamin D. Howard*
Primous R. Howard*
Alaron J. Hubbert*
Marquez D. Hughley
Laurence Hull
Jonathan A. Hunn*
Chance B. Hunt
Clifford C. Hunt*
Malcolm D. Hunter
Shawn A. Hunter
Reginald L. Hutchins*
Jassiem R. Ifill*
Korde A. Inniss*
Ange-Ellis Izere*
Curtis D. Jackson*
Daniel K. Jackson*
Derrick A. Jackson
Jimelle D. Jackson*
Kari A. Jackson*
Ocoszio J. Jackson*
Travon T. Jackson*
Tyler P. Jackson
Lawrence H. Jacob*
Courage O. Jacobs*
Adriel L. James
Clinton M. James*
Darius E. James
Therence L. James*
Anthony D. Janifer*
Alexander L. Jean*
Ralph N. Jean
Clarence W. Jefferson
Charles D. Jenkins*
Henteves J. Jester
James M. Jeter*
David W. Johnny*
Adam L. Johnson*
Brandon C. Johnson
Chad D. Johnson*
Christopher J. Johnson*
Clarence K. Johnson*
Jeremy R. Johnson
Khemal J. Johnson*
Malik A. Johnson*
Nicolas A. Johnson*
Oshea D. Johnson
Theodore R. Johnson*
Calvon T. Jones*
Casey J. Jones*
Chavis T. Jones*
Dane A. Jones
Darian K. Jones
Dellon M. Jones
Deshon R. Jones*
Hakeem N. Jones
Jevone J. Jones
Lonnie R. Jones
Marlon J. Jones
Michael A. Jones*
Osaze K. Jones*
Owaiian W. Jones*
Tevin T. Jones*
Timothy S. Jones*
Tonee' T. Jones*
Clifton D. Jordan*
Jamal B. Joseph*
Mohammed Joseph*
Dorian M. Joyner
DeAngelo T. Julks
Edward M. Jurin
Dorian M. Kandi*
Darius T. Kartuah
Matthew B. Kelley*
KiJuan D. Kelly
Matthew C. Kemelek*
Cazembe K. Kennedy*
Corey D. Kent*
Sulaiman A. Kenyatta*
Gary L. Kersey*
Anthony K. Ketter
Ty'Quish . Keyes*
Christopher G. Keys*
Jihad P. Kheperu
Andrew E. Kimble*
Zimbe J. Kimbugwe*
Calvin I. King*
Jebar T. King*
Qaadir King-McAlpin*
Peter M. Kioko*
Colby J. Kirkland*
Juan Y. Knatt*
Jacques Kumutima*
Chan Kyaw*
Marcus L. Kyle*
Anjolaoluwa O. Lanre-Ladenegan*
Andrew J. Lapelusa*
Brandon F. Leak
Brandon J. Lee
Marcus A. Lee*
Vincent J. Lee
William K. Lee
Gaelen B. LeMelle-Brown*
Brandon D. Lenore*
Martavius J. Leonard
Michael W. Leonard
Joshua M. Lette*
LeMicah E. Levert
Adam J. Lewis
Ja' Mal T. Lewis*
Kyle C. Lewis*
Samuel S. Lewis*
Torrance J. Lewis*
Raphael Limontas*
LeMel C. Lindsey
Anthony R. Linley
Maurice D. Little
Terrence R. Littlejohn*
Bryant A. Liverpool
Gregory K. Livingston*
Roy A. Llewellyn*
LeBron L. Logan*
Jared A. Loggins
Kyle F. Lomax
Freddy R. Lopez*
Jeffrey Lothian*
Christopher W. Love
Jamal D. Love*
Stephen W. Love
Brandon C. Lowe
Jonathan M. Lowe
Justin P. Lowther*
Josech G. Luke
Terry Lyles*
Brandon M. Lynch*
Ronald E. Lynch*
Audley M. Mackel
Paul I. Maga*
Isaac Maison
Sean P. Maloney
Christopher E. Malveaux*
Joshua E. Manley-Lee*
Devon A. Mann
Joshua E. Mann*
Jalen M. Marshall*
James Marshall
Johnathan L. Marshall*
Darren W. Martin*
Elijah H. Martin*
James N. Martin*
Keeyen K. Martin
Michael A. Martin
William E. Martin*
William K. Martin*
Thaddeus D. Matthews*
Christian H. Mayfield*
Clark R. McCants
Justin S. McClinton
Thomas K. McConnell*
Joseph W. McCray
Gary D. McCrere
Reginald I. McCrimmon*
Evan . McCullough
Miles X. McDaniel*
Elijah L. McDavid*
Bryan K. McElderry
Justin C. McElderry*
Jonathan A. McFarlane-Weinstein*
Denzel E. McGowan
Kenneth A. McKanders
Chase R. McKesson*
Philip McKie
Joshua A. McKinney
Jordan M. McKinnie*
Archie B. McKinnon
Kenneth K. McKoy*
Christopher A. McLean*
Lincoln E. McMeen
Marvin W. Medley*
Malcolm D. Meredith*
Dominique R. Merriweather
Christopher Merzius
Tamir A. Mickens*
Jonathan L. Middlebrooks*
Stewart D. Middleton
Matthew R. Millen
David A. Miller*
Donte L. Miller
Evan R. Miller*
Frederick A. Miller
Jameson D. Miller*
Quentin M. Miller
Toren E. Miller
Steven J. Mills
Cordell A. Mimms
Ian G. Minerve
Thomas A. Minor*
Andrew S. Mitchell*
Ervin E. Mitchell*
Karlton L. Mitchell*
Myrick E. Mitchell*
Victor L. Mitchell
Kallen D. Mobley
Sherman A. Modeste*
Calvin T. Monroe*
Chesmore S. Montique*
Christopher A. Moody*
Artimeaus L. Moore
Eugan Moore*
Fahradiyn D. Moore*
Kyle K. Moore*
Matthew R. Moore*
Michael A. Moore
Rashad A. Moore*
Rashad R. Moore
Sean A. Moore*
Thomas E. Moore*
Malachi K. Morgan*
Andrew I. Morrison*
Malcolm B. Morse
Julian H. Mosby
Victor A. Moses
Tshepo M. Moshoaliba
Christopher J. Mosley*
Rodhime D. Mosley*
Kesmond K. Moultrie-Legree
Courtney G. Moyer*
Clifford D. Mpare
Jamil B. Muhammad*
Khabir Muhammad*
Jerrell K. Mure*
Ryan Murrill*
Branden T. Muse*
Joshua M. Muse*
Chukwudi C. Ndudikwa
Scott Nearon*
Andrae A. Nelson
Ernest J. Nelson*
Terrance M. Nero
Torrance M. Nero
Jordon C. Nesmith*
Gregory L. Newell
Robert L. Newman
James R. Nichols
Richard L. Nichols*
Jarred P. Nicholson*
Myles A. Nicholson*
Sean A. Nicholson*
Kenneth M. Nole
Isaiah L. Norwood*
Francisco J. Nunez*
Phillip E. Nwachukor*
Jamaji C. Nwanaji-Enwerem
Feyipitan A. Odebode*
Jameel Odom*
Khari A. Ogle*
Akin Yunde F. Oladele
Malcolm J. Olatunji*
Nassar Omar*
Curtis J. O'Neal*
Stephen F. O'Reilly-Pol
R. Dieter E. Painson
Christopher T. Ortega*
Michael Osabutey*
Jordan R. Overton*
Kadeem L. Palmer*
Niles A. Parham*
David T. Parker
Paul W. Parker*
Steven G. Parris*
Malcolm C. Parrish*
Tyrell L. Parrish*
Lamar J. Partridge
Kenneth M. Pass*
Christopher A. Patterson
Terrance J. Patton-Hill
Aparecio D. Peggins*
Donald C. Penn*
Nicholas J. Peoples*
Justin Perry
Andrew C. Peterson*
Jamal A. Peterson*
Jeffery A. Phillips*
Jovel R. Phillips*
Maureo Phillips
Bryan A. Pickett*
Julian C. Pilate-Hutcherson
Demarco O. Pitre*
Malcolm S. Pittman*
Deonta' C. Plase*
Thelron D. Pleas*
Charles E. Pointdexter*
Jahi K. Polk*
Darien R. Pollock*
Christopher C. Polston*
Gary C. Pope*
John J. Porter*
Joshua C. Posey*
James B. Pratt
Joseph L. Press*
Desmond R. Pressey*
Jerry R. Preston Brant*
Justin C. Pride*
Earl W. Quinn
Blaine Radley
Donnay M. Ragland*
Rosston L. Ramsey*
Morris W. Randall*
Travis Randle*
Garrett M. Ransom*
Carrington J. Raven*
Brandon Ravenell*
Louis C. Rawles*
Malik J. Ray*
Aaron M. Reaves*
Jabari W. Redd*
Mathew R. Reed
Merrill M. Reels*
Andrew D. Reid
Traye A. Renwick
Regae M. Reynolds*
Justin M. Rhim
Melvin R. Rhodes*
Ato K. Ribeiro
Winford K. Rice*
Malachi A. Richardson*
Palmer J. Richardson*
Aquia A. Richburg*
Russell R. Richey
Oliver Richmond
D'Jean S. Rieux
James C. Roberson
Winston W. Roberts*
Ajene D. Robinson*
David E. Robinson*
Khari E. Robinson*
Matthew R. Robinson
Paul A. Robinson*
Renardo A. Robinson
Troy A. Robinson *
Duke D. Rose*
Eric E. Ross
Jerel T. Ross*
Michael A. Roundtree*
Ryan K. Rucker*
Ryan L. Rutledge
Seifuddin J. Saafir*
Zaid A. Sabater
Christian L. Saint-Vil*
Ishmael Salandy*
Ahmed D. Salimon*
Ulato B. Sam*
Joel V. Walker*
Rodney J. Walker
Jonathan M. Wall
Peter A. Ward
Anre’ D. Washington*
Jon A. Watford*
Cullen F. Watkins
Jelani F. Watkins*
Ja-Mes A. Watson*
Quimani M. Watson
Latavious A. Watts*
Cameron Weathers*
Curtis Webb*
Kevin T. Webb*
Jerrico D. Webster
Aaron P. Weikum
Franklin K. Weldon*
Matthew B. Wells*
Tre D. Wells*
Korby A. Wesley*
Daniel A. West*
Michael Westbrooks*
William E. Wheaton*
Donovan L. Whitaker
Alexander A. White*
Daniel Q. White
Darnell J. White*
Devin A. White
Dimitri A. White
Harold L. White*
Lewis A. White
Radonte L. White
Roland B. White*
Sean Q. White
Zollic White*
Brandon Whitehead
Christopher D. Whyte*
Phillip L. Wiggins
Reginald J. Wilbourn*
Christopher M. Wilburn*
Charles E. Wilkes
Cameron G. Wilkinson
Shawn M. Wilkinson*
Otha William
Brian L. Williams*
Charlie Williams*
Darius J. Williams*
David L. Williams*
Demarcus R. Williams*
Derrick L. Williams
Guy A. Williams*
James A. Williams*
James R. Williams
Joseph E. Williams
Kenneth A. Williams
Omari Williams
Quintavious R. Williams*
Richard T. Williams*
Robert W. Williams
Ronald K. Williams*
Stefan T. Williams
Taylor A. Williams*
Thomas J. Williams
Uriah B. Williams*
Vaden H. Williams
Donnell A. Williamson
James C. Willis*
Christopher A. Wills
Andre M. Wilson
Corydon W. Wilson
Gerald A. Wilson
Louis E. Wilson
Seth E. Wolf*
Alexander P. Woodard
Adam C. Woods
Brennan Woods*
Zerotti L. Woods
Donnell M. Word*
Christopher B. Wright
John C. Wright
Julian J. Wyatt*
Malcolm K. Wyche*
Darien L. Wynn*
Amal Z. Yamusah*
Cornell D. Young
Lee N. Young
Lewis T. Young
Jordan A. Youngblood*

*Denotes Dean’s List
Salahudeen Ra’id Cheeks-Abdul-Malik
Ian Christopher Abbott
Travis Adrian Amsterdam
Miles Van Armstrong
Anthony Ash
Hakeem Isaac Atwater
Isaiah Avent
R’Angel Marcelino Baker
Okerinola Bamgbose
Henri M. Battiste
De Andre Marquis Belle
Maeson Dereck Bivins
Rami Lowell Blair
Thomas Delano Broadwater, III
David Petty Brickler
Austin Kyle Broussard
Charles Burch, III
Jabari James Burks
Denzel X. Caldwell
Brain Dexter Camp
Jarret De'Shawn Camp
Jordan A. Campbell
Olaniyan (Jamal) Cash
Terrel Raynard Champion
Vincent Wayne Chester
Kofi Christie
Collin James Cochran
Kevin Darrel Coker
Kristopher Vincent Crawford
Anthony Daniel Crymes
Steven Eric Cunningham
Michael L. Davis
Wiley Mason Davis
Joshua Michael Drumming
Ricardo Anthony Dunmoodie
Jordan Alexander Ellison
Tod Steven Etheredge
Nebiyu Tulu Fitta
Christopher Andrew Fortson-Gaines
Bryan Daniel Freeman
Dyllon Gibbs
Tyler Morton Gibson
Jamil K. Givens
Christopher Marc Golson
Jordan Montez Gray
Stephen Avarae Green
Andrew Lawrence Hall
Yandell Van Hankey, II
Otis Russell Harrison
Michaelangelo Maurice Hayes
Xavier Daquawn Hicks
Kalle Malik Higdon
David Nicholas Hill
Nori Michael Hill
Tre’Von Dion Hill
Willie Allen Hill, II
Leonard La Pierre Horne
Jassiem Ramia Ifill
Travon Tyler Jackson
Darius Ellis James
Robert Louis Johnson
Chavis Travon Jones
Deshon Raphael Jones
Jordon Taylor Jones
Matthew Benjamin Kelley
Anthony JaQuay Kinsey
Juan Yusuf Knatt
Marcus Alexander Lee
Marshall Henry Ewell Lewis
Milton Jacob Lewis
Torrence Jarrard Lewis Jr.
Andrew Gerald Maloney, Jr.
Joshua Emmanuel Mann
Jalen Marshall
Arrington Dierre Mason-Calloway
John-Corey Kareem Mathis
Christian Howard Mayfield
Elijah Llewellyn McDavid
Tre’Von L. McKay
Chase Ryan McKesson
Phillip McKie
Tamir Akil Mickens
Richard Ashton Mickles
Donte Lemont Miller
Evan Reginald Miller
Chesnone Simon Montique
Kyle Kilgore Moore
Malcolm Bennie Morse
Torrence Murunda
Bummah N. Ndeh
Elliott Jordan Nelson
Ernest James Nelson
Saidou N’Gaidé'
James Richard Nichols
Richard Leon Nichols, III
Maalik Mandela Nickerson
Ian Alexander Niemeyer
Isaiah Leseth Norwood, II
George Oblajuulu Nwanze Jr.
Sorin Andrei Ovreiu
Tyrell Lamar Parrish
Grant Ellis Paschal
Ian Alexander Walks Peace
Donald Craig Penn
Raymond Theodore Perkins, III
Andrew Charles Peterson
James Bernard Pratt, Jr.
Desmond Royce Pressey
Christian Ryan Prince
Jonathan Gerald Proctor
Brandon Ravenell
Aquia Richburg
Russell Robert Richey
Emmanuel Russom
Adul-Malik Salahaden
Kendall Thomas Sands
Anthony Christopher Scruse
Anwar El Zein Shagarabi
Leland Stacy Shelton
Anthony Jerome Simonton
Matthew Smith  
Phillip Charles Stephens  
D'Ondre Juwan Swails  
George Malcolm Talbert  
Paul Edward Thompson  
Takelion Deagas Thompson  
Willie Johnta’ Thompson  
Frederick Earl Tippett, II  
Austin Christopher Lanier-Jones Tucker  
James Madison Tuggle  
Evan Littleton Turnage  
Marvin Kendarius Turner  
Jean Taj Vilus  
Emmanuel Waddell  
Sahim Xavier Wallace  
Michael Joseph Ward  
Cullen Faulkner Watkins  
Cameron Weathers  
Aaron Paul Weikum  
Roland Bernard White  
Zollie White, III  
Jarret Chandler Williams  
Joseph Edward Williams, Jr.  
Andre Maurice Wilson  
Justin Michael Winston  
Kyere I’kee Wright  
Jalani Malik Wynn  
John Micah Yates

Upsilon Nu Chapter, Sigma Tau Delta International English Honor Society  
E. Delores B. Stephens, Ph.D., Sponsor

Mikael Austin  
Terrell Champion  
Adrian Evans  
Leland Fowler  
Paul Maga  
Justin McClinton  
Malcolm Morse  
Darien Wynn

The John Henrik Clark Honor Society  
The Honor Society in African-American Studies  
Dr. Marcellus C. Barksdale, Adviser

Kevin Aaron  
Denzel Caldwell  
Michael Daniels-Fleming  
Antwann Simpkins

Pi Sigma Alpha Political Science Honor Society  
Dr. Gregory Hall, Adviser

Alexander Foster-Brown  
Johnathan Hall  
Tevin Jones  
Matthew Kemelek  
Jameson Miller  
Terrance Nero  
Leland Shelton  
Adam Starks  
Winzell Steele
Phi Alpha Theta Rho-Epsilon Chapter
National History Honor Society
Dr. Barry Lee – Faculty Adviser

Kyle Stevenson
Mark Doyle

UPS Community Service Scholars
Dr. Anne W. Watts, Adviser

Chavis Jones
Christopher A. Wills
Deandre Williams
Deshawn Adams
Joshua McKinney
Josmond Black
Matthew Robinson
Mitchel Kabia-Williams
Radonte White
Spanky Edwards
Winfred Rice

Pi Mu Epsilon
National Mathematics Honor Society, Georgia Delta (AUC) Chapter
Dr. Duane Cooper – Adviser
Dr. Ulrica Wilson – Adviser

Jordan Clark
Joel Coppadge
Arman Green
Raymond Perkins
Aaron Reaves

Aquia Richburg
Octavious Talbot
Maxalan Vickers
Charles Wilkes
The Morehouse College ARCS (Achievement Rewards for College Scientists) 
Scholars Program 
Mrs. Linda Nelson, Adviser

Roy Llewellyn                             Andrew Peterson
Joshua Mann                               Anthon Scruse
Myles Nicholson                          Lonnie Sullivan
Francisco Nunez                           Zollie White, III
Raymond Perkins

Beta Gamma Sigma Honor Society for Collegiate Schools of Business 
Dr. Keith Hollingsworth, Adviser

Seniors

Antoine Bates                           Nathaniel Goulbourne
Daniel Brown                           Kenneth Harris
Raymond Brown                          Wesley Houser
Marcus Canady                          Joshua Nyarko
Richard Day                            Deonta’ Plase
Matthew Ellis                          Lawrence Todd
Zaryland Ervin                         Brennan Woods
Chad Foster

Juniors

Okerinola Bamgbose                      Marcus Kyle
Austin Broussard                        Martavious Leonard
Thavon Davis                           Clark McCants
Boris Dobrijevic                        Richard Nichols
Colby Kirkland

Alpha Epsilon Delta 
The Health Professions Honor Society (AED) 
Mr. Ajit Samarasinghe, Adviser

Qaadir King-McAlpin                    Andrew Lapelusa
Andrew Mitchell                        Jonathan Thibeaux
Sean Moore                              James Tuggle
Adam Johnson                           Darrius Anderson
Ronald E. McNair Post-Baccalaureate Achievement Program
Brock Mayers, Program Manager

NaFiu Ayatu-Abu
Robertson Bassey
Michael Boswell
Michael Clark
Daryl Dhanraj
Anthony Duncan
Emmanuel Germany
Aaron-Albert Hargrove
Brenton Hopkins
William Jenkins
Justin Jones
Muhammad Mack
Alphonso Mills
Euron Pennyman
Bruce Purvis, Jr.

Muhammed Samateh
Ardis Tate
Michael Thomas
Marvin Turner
Aaron Wade
Daniel West
Reginald Wilbourn
Michael Alemayehu
Joseph Bell
Curtis Clark, Jr.
Artesse Conley
Peter Douthard
Anthony Galloway
Nelson Graves
Gerald Hearne

Jassiem Ifill
Lewis Jones
Rody Kingston
Andre Mathis
Akin Oladele
James Pratt, Jr.
Jon Watford
Montique Simon
Dexter Taylor
John Porter
Justin Bamberg
Tre’Wells
Regis Wilbourn
Charles Wilkes

Phi Sigma Tau International Philosophical Honor Society
Dr. Kipton Jensen, Adviser

Kyle Moore (President)
Quinntavious Williams
Jordon Hall
Katanga Johnson
Mandel Dawkins
James Bernard Pratt, Jr.

Devon Lambert
Chavis Jones
Marques Harris
Fred Spright
David Braswell Jr.
Aaron Francis.

Psi Chi International Honor Society for Psychology
Dr. Yohance Murray, Adviser

Henri Battiste
Raymond Bell
Mike Clark
Rodney Davis Jr.
Robert Flores
Nelson Graves
Curtis Hooks
Brandon Houston
Kari Jackson
Anthony Janifer

Charles Jenkins
Deshon Jones
Karlton Mitchell
Kenneth Pass
Edward Passmore
Aparecio Peggins
James Pratt Jr.
Josiah Sweeting
Michael Thomas
2012-2013 Omicron Delta Kappa Morehouse College Circle
Dr. Melvinia Turner King, Faculty Adviser
Dr. Bryant Marks, Student Adviser

Seniors

Maxton Allen
Chad Foster
Chavis Jones
Malcolm Morse
Scott Nearon
Deonta Plase
Winzell Steele, Student Vice President
Theodor Uzamere

Travis Amsterdam
Carrrington Jackson
Sherman Modeste
Kyle Kilgore Moore
Raymond Perkins
Reginald Sharpe, Student President
Elishah Thompson
Charles Wilkes, II

Juniors

Okerinola Bamgbose
Tywan Bishop
Rodney C. Boyd, Jr.
Thavon Davis
Joseph Dillon
Boris Dobrijevic
Stephen A. Green
Christopher Gooding

Joshua Nyarko
Winford K. Rice, Jr.
Ulato Sam
Anthony Simonton
Daniel White
John Yates
Seth Wolf

Alpha Lambda Delta National Academic Honor Society for Freshmen
Dean Alvin Darden, Adviser
Mr. Omar Agard, Assistant Adviser

Prince Abudu
Joshua Adkins
Jeremy Ariche
Darrius Atkins
Enow Ayuk
Akeem Baker
Jabez Beazer
Rami Blair
Anthony Body

Jordon Brown
Richard Burnett
Michael Calicott
Brian Camp
Alexander Canady
Theodore Caruthers
D’Ante Cook
Ayorinde Cooley
Alvin H. Darden IV

Dondrae Dawes
Quincy Dawson
Edwin Dodson
Austin Easterling
Justin Edge
Tod Etheredge
Justin Edge
Nebiyu Fitta
Jarvis Garner
Jamal Garner
Ivan Gaskin
D’Boyla Gatson-Abney
Terrell Glenn
Kwame Glinton
William Grant
Bobby Guthrie
Justin Hall
Yandell Hankey
Miles Hannah
Joshua Harris
Onteria Harris
Joseph Hazel
Xavier Hicks
Melvin Hill
Nori Hill
Antonio Jackson
Robert Jennings
Milton Lewis

Nyalia Lui
Takudzwa Machirori
Arrington Mason-Callaway
Mark McKay
Richard Mickles
Rodney Morris
Elliott Nelson
Maalik Nickerson
Ian Niemeyer
Hamim Nigena
Richard Norwood
Sean Patterson
Ian Peace
Victor Perry
Jeremy Prim
Charles Roberson
Emmanuel Russom
Michael Scott
Ronald Smith

Rory Smoot
Christian Stegall
Darren Stephenson
Justin Strong
Paul Thompson
Willie Thompson
Joseph Twahirwa
Matthew Tyler
Nduka Vernon
Phillip Walker
Sahim Wallace
Michael Ward
Breon Weathersby
Christopher Wilder
Elliott Williams
Demond Williams
Drake Wise
William Wright

The Bonner Office of Community Service
Dr. Monty Whitney, Adviser

Adams Scholars Program
Samuel Cockfield
Cuffy Cuthbert
Caleb Dyson
Denarius Frazier
Jaleel Johnson
Donald Gillis
Ryan Rutledge
Dexter Taylor

Bonner Scholars
Trevell Anderson
Joseph Bell
Joshua Bent
Nathan Carson
Richard Day
Marcus Elmore
Anthony Galloway
Bryant Huff
Calvin King
Devon Lambert
LaRon Thomas
Antoine Wade
Quincy Young
Ankh Maat Wedjua
Dr. Marcellus C. Barksdale, Adviser

Denzel Caldwell
Antwann Simpkins

United Negro College Fund
Jack H. Skirball Scholars Program
Dr. Melvinia Turner King, UNCF Skirball Professor

Raymond Perkins
Jerel Ross

Sigma Delta Pi Spanish Honor Society
Ms. Ceci Aaron Haydel, Adviser

Travis Amsterdam
Austin Broussard
Jordan Hall
Leonard Horne
Jaleel Johnson

Ronald Lynch
Paul Maga
Justin Small
Abram Vera

Phi Epsilon Kappa
Eta Pi Chapter Charter Members
Dr. Claude P. Hutto, Chapter Adviser

Christopher Wilburn
Chapter President

Yanus Brassell
Chapter Vice President

Justin Pride
Chapter Secretary
Pi Delta Phi National French Honor Society  
Dr. Vivian A. Brown, Adviser  

  Rami Blair  
  Theodore A. Caruthers  
  James C. Chizungu  
  Pierre Exy  
  Elijah Martin  
  Takelion D. Thompson  

2013 Fellows-Social Entrepreneurship Program UNCF  
Dr. Melvinia Turner King, UNCF Faculty Liaison  

2013 UNCF Fellows  

  Corey Gillis  
  Branden Muse  
  Daniel Primous  

  Devan Tate  
  Deandre Williams  

United Chapters of Alpha Kappa Delta  
International Sociology Honor Society  
Dr. Michael Hodge, Adviser  

  Randy Hawkins  
  Julian Jamall Wyatt
### Freshman
- Bashir Auld
- Al-Majid Edwards
- John Goode
- Edward Kane
- Mark McKay
- Ronald Smith
- Tunde Smith
- Brandon Speed
- Samuel Washington

### Juniors
- Essick Allen
- Sterling Atkins
- Omari Baruti
- Jamal Cash
- David Cherry
- Bernard Dickens, III
- Michael English
- Cedric Hill
- Tevin Hughley
- Tonee Jones
- Kalu Chidebere
- Cazembe Kennedy
- DeLorian Malone
- Joshua Mann
- Tamir Mickens
- Jerrell Mure
- Francisco Nunez
- Aparecio Peggins
- Andrew Peterson
- Dominic Roberts
- Octavious Talbot
- Kevin Tchokouani
- Jamal Thorne
- Austin Tucker
- Tre Wells
- Shawn Wilkinson
- Jeronson Williams
- Christopher Wills
- Christopher Wright
- Cornell Young

### Seniors
- David Brickler
- Jordan Clark
- Joel Coppadge
- Wallace Derricotte
- Denarius Frazier
- Brantly Fulton
- Theodore Hicks
- Kari Jackson
- Vallmer Jordan
- Elijah Martin
- Khabir Muhammad
- Raymond Perkins
- Jordan Showell
- Maxalan Vickers
- Charles Wilkes
Omicron Delta Epsilon
International Honor Society in Economics
Dr. Gregory Price, Student Adviser

Maxton A. Allen  Tyler M. Gibson  Malcolm C. Parrish
Eric W. Bell  Solomon D. Hardy  Raymond T. Perkins
Donovan S. Boone  Tyler M. Gibson  Julian L. Stewart
Terrel R. Champion  Solomon D. Hardy  Laron E. Thomas
Samuel Cockfield  Jordan M. McKinnie  Bernard J. Tyson
Kaire Colwell  Kyle Moore  Franklin K. Weldon
Christopher M. Dunomes  Nathaniel O. Moore  Malcolm K. Wyche

Special Recognitions

The Andrew Young Center for Global Leadership
Mr. Julius Coles, Interim Director

Humanity in Action Human Rights Seminars Winner

Mr. Tre Watson was selected in a national competition to participate in one of the various Human Rights Seminars held in Amsterdam, Berlin, Copenhagen, Lyon and Warsaw. Mr. Watson is the first HBCU candidate to be selected in the history of the program. He is also a Pickering Fellow and has been accepted to study international affairs at Columbia University and at Johns Hopkins University.

Charles B. Rangel Summer Enrichment Program

Mr. Korde Innis has been selected to participate in the Charles B. Rangel Summer Enrichment Program among fifteen other students as a part of a national competition. He will be involved in a Six-week course of study in international affairs and economics.
Morehouse College Martin Luther King, Jr. Collection
Student Essay Contest Winners
Dr. Vicki Crawford, Director

Fred Ambogo Makobongo – First Place Winner
Peter Douthard – Second Place Winner
Devon Kidd – Third Place Winner
Antwann Simpkins-Honorable Mention
Kerwin Holmes-Honorable Mention

Honda Campus All-Star Challenge (HCASC)
Professor Charles Walton, Esq. ’86, Advisor/Coach
Eugene Finley ’06, Campus Coordinator/Assistant Coach

Terry Lyles (Team Captain)
Khari Graves
Matt Kemelek
Richard Nichols
Aquia Richburg
Anthony Scruse
Xaundrae Tingling
Evan Turnage
John Whatley
Robert Williams

1st Place Tennessee State University HCASC Pre-NCT in Nashville, Tennessee
5th Place American Honda HCASC NCT in Torrance, California
Morehouse College Forensics Program
(Speech and Debate Team)
Prof. Kenneth A. Newby, Esq. ‘97, Director

Chris Fortson ‘13 Nicholas Bacon ‘13 Austin Williams ‘13
Byron Granberry ‘13 Franklin Kwame Weldon ‘13 Kevin Porter ‘13
Jameel Odom ‘13 Anthony Voss ‘13 Malcolm McCullough ‘14
Emanuel Waddell ‘15 Raheem Cooper-Thomas ‘15 Curtis O’Neal ‘15
Rami Blair ‘16 Rodje Malcolm ‘16 Ralph Jean ‘16
Dorian Kandi ‘16

Four National Titles
• 2013 Pi Kappa Delta National Champions, Parliamentary Debate, Varsity Division.
• 2013 Pi Kappa Delta National Champions, Parliamentary Debate, Novice Division.
• 2013 Pi Kappa Delta National Champions, Public Forum Debate, 1st Overall Program.
• First Place Division 3 Team Sweepstakes (Overall) at Novice Nationals.

National Top Finishes
• 10th Place Season Sweepstakes, National Parliamentary Debate Association.
• 3rd Overall from all Debate Events, Pi Kappa Delta Nationals (87 schools present).
• Top four nationally, International Public Debate Association Nationals, in Novice and Professional Divisions.
• Semi-Finalists and Octo-Finalists, Public Forum Debate, Pi Kappa Delta Nationals.
• Top Superior Award, Parliamentary Debate, Pi Kappa Delta Nationals (best record).
• 1st Place Overall, 1st Place Parliamentary Debate, and 1st Place IPDA debate at Southeast Regional Debating Championship.
• 1st Place Overall in Debate for third consecutive year in a row at GPDA State Finals.
• 10th Place in prestigious Madison Cup Debate Tournament winning cash prize.
• Only Team in the Country to Finish Nationally in the Top Four or better in Three Different Forms of Debate (Parliamentary, IPDA, and Public Forum).

Regular Season Success
• Only HBCU in World Universities Debating Championship in Berlin, Germany.
• Finished 1st Place Overall at every regular season tournament since January 2012.
• Individual Achievement Award and Traveling Trophy at GPDA State Finals.
• Successful exhibitions with Yale University, Bates College, Howard University, Clark-Atlanta University, and Spelman College.

1 2013 "Brightest Star" Award Winner at Pi Kappa Delta Nationals in recognition and appreciation for his “contributions to the art of persuasion” for 25 years.
Dear Old Morehouse

Dear old Morehouse, Dear old Morehouse;
We have pledged our lives to thee;
And we’ll ever, yea forever,
Give ourselves in loyalty.

True forever, true forever,
To old Morehouse may we be;
So to bind each son the other
Into ties more brotherly.

Holy Spirit, Holy Spirit,
Make us steadfast, honest, true,
To old Morehouse, and her ideals,
And in all things, that we do.